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Welcome to the Mother’s Day edition of 
Worlds Beyond.

When it comes to mothers in comics, 
they got off to a really rough start. 
Superman’s birth mom – dead. Clark Kent’s 
earth mom – seen dead when he leaves for 
Metropolis. Bruce Wayne’s mom – shot. 
Robin’s mom – dead. Billy Batson’s mom  -
Dead. Captain America’s mom – not sure if 
we ever saw her in the Golden Age, all we 
know is that Steve Rogers was frail and 
skinny.

So when looking at how to approach 
this issue, it was hard to find an unique 
comic mom to write about. Sure, Ma Kent 
became a staple once DC Comics started 
writing about Superboy and she remains a 
legendary figure and paragon of motherhood. 

But really, things did not get much 
better. Spider-Man’s mom – dead. Iron Man’s 
mom – dead. Sure he started a charity in her 
name’ but we don’t know anything about her 
like we do his father Howard Stark.

Donald Duck’s mom – left him with 
Grandma Duck and left town. Donald’s sister 
left Huey, Dewey, and Louie on Donald’ 
doorstep. We’ve never seen Mickey Mouse’s 
mom. At least his sister is sometimes seen 
when his nephews are around.

What do we know of Regina Rich. Not 
much, other than she is Richie’s mom. 
Veronica Lodge’s mom, Hermione Lodge, is

practically never seen. Archie Comics 
does give more “paper” time to Archie’s 
mom and Betty Cooper’s mom.

Things got a little better in time. 
Sue Richard’s became a mom. Readers 
learned that the Golden Age Wonder 
Woman and Hawkgirl both became moms, 
though we rarely saw the latter raising 
those children. Their kids, Fury and Silver 
Scarab, just showed up as adults.  

That’s how Ma Hunkel became the 
subject of this edition. Being a mother is 
who she is. Though she started as a 
supporting character, she became of the 
few comic books leads to be featured 
while she was a mother. 

Comics publishers could provide 
us with more and better role model of 
mother in comics, making more mothers 
regular casts member of comics. I know I 
really enjoy some titles in 1990s, such as 
mothers of  Wally West, Will Payton, and 
Kyle Raynor frequently.

In the meantime, enjoy the feature 
on Ma Hunkel.

Until next time.
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Images: Top- Helmut of the Red Tornado as seen on a teaser promo for the television 
show “Legends of Tomorrow”. Bottom:  Ma Hunkel in her debut from All-American 
Comics issue 3, June 1939.

utting the MA
Ma

In a time when females 
fought crime in swimsuits or 
cocktail dresses paired with a 
domino mask, she wore red 
long johns and a 5 gallon 
pot.

Her enemies were not world 
beaters, mad scientists, or 
costumed crooks. She 
fought racketeers, fifth 
columnists, and editors who 
did not pay cartoonists their 
fair wages. 

Her given name was Abigail 
Mathilda, but her neighbors 
knew her as Ma Hunkel. 
When her neighborhood was 
in trouble, she became the 
Red Tornado.
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Images: (Top) Scribbly has to clarify he is not a midget in All-American Comics 6 
thanks to (Bottom) Gus Hunkel and his wild rumors he spread in All-American Comics
5. Don’t worry, we’ll get to Ma. Just setting the stage….

Putting the MA
Ma

Abigail Mathilda "Ma" Hunkel did not start out as a costumed hero. 
She first appeared as a supporting character in the feature “Scribbly,” 
joining the cast in All-American Comics (AAC) issue 3, June 1939. The 
feature was created by Sheldon Mayer.

The strip started out as the comical adventures 
of the famous midget cartoonist as he…

Right, Scribbly was 13 an’ a half when 
he tried to become a boy cartoonist. His 
claim to fame was a cartoon called “Why 
Big Brudders Leave Home”, based on the 
“real life” torment he receives from his little 
brother Mortimer, aka Dinky. Ma lives in the 
same building with as Scribby and the 
Jibbet family with her extended family –
daughter Amelia “Sisty” Hunkel,
son Huey, her brother in laws Gus
and Herman Hunkel, and
nephew Felix Hunkel.  Gus played 
a role in helping Scribbly get hired 
as a boy cartoonist by spreading 
rumors about the famous midget 
cartoonist. At one point, Ma was 
married to the late Henry "Hunk" 
Hunkel, though when and how he 
died was never revealed.  Nor was
he ever seen in the feature.
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Images: (Top) Examples of  “Why Big Brudders Leave Home”, Scribby’s comic within 
the Scribbly comic.  (Bottom) Ma introduces herself to the neighbors in All-American 
Comics 3.

Putting the MA
Ma

Upon Ma’s debut, it was 
clear she was going to be a 
forced to be reckoned with 
and the neighborhood 
would never be the same. 
In her first appearance, she 
settles two neighborhood 
spats. When her son Huey 
and Scribbly get into a 
fight, she grabs them by the 
ears and sits them down to 
milk and cookies. Outside 
her widow, daughter Sisty 
gets into a brawl with a boy 
named Adolph 
Schultz. She conks 
Mr. Schultz in the 
head with a flower 
pot when he tries 
to intervene, 
telling him to stay 
out the kids’ 
private business.
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Images: (Top) Ma puts Gus’ horse racing winnings to better use before he can return 
to the race track. (Bottom) The neighborhood protection racket finds out that Ma is no 
push over. Both from All-American Comics 18.

Putting the MA
Ma

Ma Hunkel’s first encounter 
with the criminal element and path 
towards being a masked avenger 
occurs in issue AAC 18. After Gus 
wins $500 playing the ponies, Ma 
uses the money to buy the 
neighborhood store from Mr. 
Schultz. No sooner does she leave 
the store when the local protection 
racket comes in looking for their 
weekly protection money. 

Mr. Schultz laughs all the way to the bank when he tells them they 
will have to see Ma Hunkel. Ma gives them her patented flower pot in 
the head, letting them know who needs protection from whom.
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Images: (Top)Scribbly tells Ma about the Green Lantern and mystery men (Middle) 
Having stowed away in the gangster’s car, Sisty and Dinky now must hold them until 
help arrives. (Bottom) The childern’s rescuer arrives and a new hero is about to debut. 
All from All-American Comics 20.

Putting the MA
Ma

Such defiance does not go unpunished. Head 
mobster Tubbs Torponi pays a visit to Ma and 
accidently kidnaps Sisty and Dinky. The two had 
climbed into his car and get trapped. In issue AAC 20, 
Scribbly unknowingly inspires Ma to create a costumed 
identity by telling her about this hero called Green 
Lantern and how he could save kids lickety split. 

Back at the 
mob’s hideout, the 
gang has their hands 
full with Sisty and 
Dinky, who give the 
crooks what-for, what 
five and what six even! 

Just when 
the mob is about 
to introduce the 
kids to a tommy 
gun, a new 
masked hero 
appears….
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Images: (Top) Though having been rescued by the Red Tornado, Sisty and Dinky 
appear to have questions about their masked savior. All-American 21 (Mid) The Red 
Tornado starts a rocky relationship with the police.  All American 22 (Bottom) Ma 
preservers her secret identity in All-American Comics 23.

Putting the MA
Ma

…the Red 
Tomato! 

And what spicy tomato 
she was…

I mean Red Tornado.
The police are not quite sure what to make of 

the Red Tornado, nor does anyone in the 
neighborhood believe the Red Tornado exists, 
especially after Ma puts her costume on a gorilla in 
order to escape the police in issue AAC 23.
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Images: (Top) Ma decided to help Scribbly out with a newspaper assignment (Bottom) 
The Red Tornado persuades Scribbly’s editor to give him a raise. Both from All-
American Comics 22.

Putting the MA
Ma

Ma is a woman who cares about 
her kids and their friends. She is kind 
hearted to enough to let Scribbly have 
an exclusive meeting with the Red 
Tornado when he says it will help him 
curry favor with his editor. Ma is also 
protective of her neighborhood. In 
issue AAC 48, Nazi fifth columnists 
attempt to infiltrate the area, seeking 
to find German-Americans 
sympathetic to the Reich.  The Red 
Tornado blows them out of town. She 
also captures a U-boat in issue AAC
47 with the help of her sometime 
sidekicks, the Cyclone Kids.

Despite her goodly nature, 
Ma has been known to go a little 
overboard. After she helps 
Scribbly with his exclusive 
drawling of Red Tornado, she 
found out that his editor did not 
thank him properly. So she, um, 
persuades him to give Scribbly a 
raise. In another episode (AAC
28), Scribbly tells her the Red 
Tornado was a radio station 
giving an interview. Knowing this 
person was an imposter, he visits 
to the radio station in costume 
to give this fraud a piece of her 
mind and fist. Later her brother-
in-law Gus is seen nursing some 
injuries on the couch at home.
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Images: (Top Left and Bottom Right) Like any good hero during WWII, The Red Tornado 
had to defeat some of Nazis. All-American Comics 48 and 47. (Bottom) The Red Tornado 
was so popular that her logo eventually appeared larger then Scribbly’s in his own strip. 
Feature logo from All-American Comics 47.

Putting the MA
Ma

While the police not sure what 
to make of the Red Tornado, the 
readers are not. For a while, Ma 
Hunkel’s Red Tornado took over as 
the main focus of the “Scribbly” and 
eventually got equal, if not larger 
billing the Scribbly.
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Images: (Top) The Red Tornado drops by the for the first meeting of the Justice 
Society of America in All-Star Comics 3 (Bottom) The secret of Ma’s disappearance 
since the 1950’s is revealed in JSA 55.

Putting the MA
Ma

Such was her popularity that 
she made an appearance in All-
Star Comics 3, the first meeting of 
the Justice Society of America. Had 
it not been for a serious wardrobe 
malfunction, she would have 
maybe become a full member. 
Once the Golden Age ended, 
nothing more was heard about Ma 
Hunkel or the Red Tornado. 

Ma Hunkel was believed to be 
dead, and Ma must let the world 
think she is dead until she can find 
a way to control the raging spirit 
that dwel---

No, that’s not right, that’s some other strong bully. In JSA issue 55,  it 
was revealed that Ma went into the Witness Protection Program in 1950 
after testifying against gangsters who vowed to kill her after she help 
convict them. 

Only after the last 
gang member died did 
she come out of 
hiding, thanks to the 
Justice Society, and she 
became caretaker of 
the JSA HQ.
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Putting the MA
Ma

PATH OF THE TORNADO
Like many of DC Comics’ Golden Age heroes, Ma Hunkel inspired 

quite a legacy that lasted generations. Sisty and Dinky become the Red 
Tornado’s sidekicks as the Cyclone Kids in All-American Comics 24, 
though Sisty had no idea she is helping her mother.  They even get a 
Mystery Dog named Runt in issue 42. Eventually the kids learn Ma’s 
secret, leaving Scribbly the only one who does not. The final Golden Age 
appearance of The Red Tornado and the Cyclone Kids was All-American 
Comics 59 (1944). When Scribbly’ moved from All-American Comics into 
in other titles, including the self titled Scribbly, Ma, Sisty, and Dinky 
continued as cast members, they did not appear in costume until….

When the public was losing faith in their young heroes, several 
former Golden Age sidekicks returned to show them how heroes should 
act. Robin, Superboy, Impulse, and the other heroes of Young Justice 
came face to face with Old Justice in Young Justice 16 (2000), including 
the now married Dinky and Sisty Jibbet, calling themselves the Cyclones. 
Other members in Old Justice included Doiby Dickles, Dan the Dyna-
Mite, Merry the Gimmick Girl, and Second Sweep.

Another hero blown from the Hunkel family tree is Maxine Hunkel, 
her granddaughter and offspring of her son Huey, who was introduced in 
Justice Society of America 3 (vol 3), after Ma exited Witness Protection. 
As a child, Maxine was kidnapped and subjected to the nanobytes 
experiments of one mad scientist named T.O. Morrow. Earlier in his evil 
career, Morrow created an android Red Tornado, hoping the andriod’s 
wind powers would help him destroy the Justice Society and Justice 
League. The nanobytes he injected into the young Maxine were based on 
the android technology. When Maxine reached her teenage years she 
manifest the power to manipulate the wind and joined the Justice Society 
as the hero Cyclone, honoring her grandmother, aunt, and uncle.



Images: (Top) Sisty and Dinky as the Cyclone Kids, sidekick to the Red Tornado (AAC 24, and with 
Runt, the Mystery Dog (AAC 47). Later the now adult and married pair return as part of Old Justice 
(Young Justice 16).  Bottom: The android Red Tornado (Justice League of America 63) was the 
developed by the mind of T.O. Morrow (Who’s Who), who also was responsible for Maxine Hunkel 
receiving wind power and becoming the hero Cyclone (Justice Society of America 3 vol 3.)

Putting the MA
Ma
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PATH OF THE TORNADO



Putting the MA
Ma

Which Way the Wind Blows
Though a minor character, Ma played important roles in two trending 

in comic history.
Before 1940, the year she fist donned the Red Tornado costume, I 

believe there was only one female character that had a feature. Sheena, 
Queen of the Jungle, debuted in a British magazine in 1937 and made 
her US appearance in 1938. The Red Tornado was one of a slew of 
heroines that first appeared in 1940, including Fantomah (February), The 
Lady in Red (March), Lady Luck (June in a newspaper insert), and Invisible 
Scarlet O'Neil (June in newspaper strip). Depending upon how one 
defines a super-heroine in comics, Ma Hunkel ranks anywhere from the 
2nd (discounting the newspaper characters and the jungle characters) to 
the 6th female super-hero. Most definitely she is DC Comics first female 
super hero, appearing before Hawkgirl, Phantom Lady and Wonder 
Woman, who was still a year off.

Images: Ma Hunkel (bottom) was an early trendsetter in female 
adventurers. She one of five females female characters who debuted in 
1940, which also included Fantomah, The Woman in Red, Lady Luck, and 
the Invisible Scarlet O’Neil.  Given that Fantomah was a jungle hero, Lady 
Luck debut in a newspaper supplement and Scarlett O’Neil was a 
newspaper strip, The Woman in Red and The Red Tornado are the first two 
true female masked crime fighters with code name in comic books. 15



Putting the MA
Ma

Though Ma Hunkel appeared 
in costume for just four years 
before disappearing from comics 
for over 50 years, she left readers 
with an enduring and endearing 
legacy. Protector, Nazi hunter, 
heroine, fashionista, and 
matriarch. There is no other 
mother in comics like Ma Hunkel.
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Which Way the Wind Blows
The other trend Ma was in front of was the 

superhero as parody. She set the stage for comedic 
heroes to wear long red john pajamas. Following in 
her tradition are such characters as The Fatman, 
side-kick to Mr. America; Supersnipe, the boy with 
most comic books in America; Herbie, the Fat Fury; 
Captain Klutz and Super-Goof.



Our Mothers’
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Row 1:

Imra Ardeen, aka Saturn Girl, one of the founders of DC Comics 
Legion of Super-Heroes. Imra eventually married another co-
founder, Lightening Lad. As she was giving birth to twins, 
Darkseid stole one her babies, sent him back in time, and turned 
in to the villain Validus.

Liz Allen, wife of Harry Osborn, and mother of their child Normie 
Osborn. Harry’s father, Norman was the Spider-man villain the 
Green Goblin. Harry eventually took over the roll as the Goblin 
himself.  Liz’s step-brother, Mark Raxton was also a super-villain, 
the Molten Man. Poor Normie never had a chance.

Regina Rich is the wife of Richard Rich and the mother to Richie 
Rich, the Poor Little Rich Boy. Nothing is known about her life 
before her marriage based on the comics. She had a fondness for 
large jewels, is kind hearted, and has helped rise Richie to not be 
a spoiled brat.

Lara El, nee Lor-Van, is wife to Jor-El and mother to Kal-El, aka 
Superman. 

Just in case you did not automatically recognize the ladies and mother’s on our cover, 
here is the key to their comic identities. 



Our Mothers’
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Row 2:

Susan Richard is better known as the Invisible Girl, one of the Fantastic Four. 
Along with her husband Reed Richard, they are parents to two children, 
Franklin and Valeria. Between the birth of their two children, Sue suffered a 
miscarriage during her second pregnancy as a result of the radiation she had 
been exposed while the Fantastic Four explored the Negative Zone.

Elvira Coot, aka Grandma Duck, is the granddaughter of Cornelius Coot, 
founder of Duckburg. After marrying Humperdink Duck, the two raised  
Quackmore (father of Donald Duck), Daphne (mother to Gladstone Gander) and 
Eider Duck. She raised Donald after Quackmore and his left Donald with her 
when the left Duckburg. She was also the original owner of the land on which 
Scrooge McDuck built his money bin.

Abigail Mathilda Hunkel is the featured in the first feature of this issue. She 
fought crime as the Red Tornado. She is also mother to Amelia “Sisty” and 
Huey Hunkel. Sisty also fought crime with her mother as one of the Cyclone 
Kids, along with her now son-in-law Mortimer Jibbet. She is also the 
grandmother of the hero known as Cyclone, Maxine Hunkel, daughter of Huey. 
Ma served as the caretaker of the JSA headquarters until history was changed 
by “Flashpoint.”

Madeline Joyce was a member of the Invaders, Liberty Legion, and All-Winners 
Squad before marrying fellow member Robert Frank, aka the Whizzer. She is 
the mother of the radioactive mutant known as Nuklo. 



Our Mothers’
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Row 3:

Mary Andrews is mother of Archie Andrews and wife of Fred 
Andrews. She maintains a level head when dealing with the well-
meaning, but klutzy teen. Mary works as a real estate agency.

Mary West is the mother of the post COIE Wally West. She came to 
live with her son after her husband, Rudy an acolyte of the 
Manhunters, attempt to kill her. She came to live with Wally after he 
won  $6 million in the lottery, but eventually they went bankrupt 
because Wally was too busy as the Flash to help manage it. Mary 
eventually found work as secretary to Wally’s ally, The Chunk. She 
played a smaller role in Wally’s life after she married Rudolpho 
Valentino.

Maggie Murdock nee Grace is the estranged mother of Matt 
Murdock, Daredevil. Soon after Matt’s birth, she left her husband 
Jack Murdock and became a nun. As a adult, Matt eventually sought 
her out. She remains a minor person in Matt’s life.

Demonica Monster is the mother to ‘Orrible Orvie and Awful Annie, 
better known as the Little Monsters, and wife to Papa Mildew 
Monster. She maintains a dreary castle in a foggy area that no one 
but them would find appealing. Despite the family’s Frankenstein-
like appearance and affinity for the macabre, Demonica and her 
family are actually quite sweet.


